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Definition of Open Science

Open Science:

 makes scientific knowledge 

openly available, accessible and 

reusable for everyone,

 increases scientific 

collaborations and sharing of 

information for the benefits of 

science and society,

 opens the processes of scientific 

knowledge creation, evaluation 

and communication to societal 

actors beyond the traditional 

scientific community.



Disseminating scientific publications

Scientific publications may be disseminated by 
publishers on open access online publishing platforms 
and/or deposited and made immediately accessible in 
open online repositories upon publication, that are 
supported and maintained by an academic institution, 
scholarly society, government agency or other well 
established not-for-profit organization devoted to 
common good that enables open access, unrestricted 
distribution, interoperability and long-term digital 
preservation and archiving



Providing clear access rights

A paywalled method of publication, where immediate 
access to scientific publications is only granted in 
exchange for payment, is not aligned with the present 
Recommendation. 

Open access scientific publications are available in the 
public domain or under copyright and licensed under an 
open license that must allow access, re-use, repurpose, 
adaptation and distribution under specific conditions, 
provided to all actors immediately and free of charge. 

Any transfer or licensing of copyrights to third parties 
should not restrict the public’s right to immediate open 
access to a scientific publication.
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Open access - DOAJ definition

A journal where the copyright holder of a scholarly 

work grants usage rights to others using an open 

license (Creative Commons or equivalent) allowing for 

immediate free access to the work and permitting any 

user to read, download, copy, distribute, print, search, 

or link to the full texts of articles, crawl them for 

indexing, pass them as data to software, or use them 

for any other lawful purpose.



Importance of licensing
● Free access does not always mean open access!

● Open access = free access + usage rights

● Use licensing to:

○ Inform readers how they may reuse content

○ Inform readers of any reuse that is not allowed

○ Protect the author and journal against unauthorised use

● DOAJ recommends use of Creative Commons licenses (or 

equivalent)

○ No charge for using CC licenses

● State your licensing terms on the journal website





Licensing best practice

● Licensing terms must be clearly stated on the journal website

● Copyright notice and publishing agreement must not conflict 

with license

● Different licenses may be applied under certain conditions

○ Funder requirements

○ Author’s employer requirements

● Only one license can be applied to an individual article

● Embed or display licensing information in full text articles

○ Useful when articles are downloaded and shared

○ Recommended but not required for inclusion in DOA





Copyright

● Copyright of a published work can be held by the author 

or publisher

● Best practice in open access is for authors to retain 

copyright

○ But DOAJ will accept journals where copyright is 

transferred

● State your copyright policy on the journal website

● We recommend to provide a link to author agreement



Copyright (2)

Copyright terms applied to the published content 

may be different to the copyright of the website as 

a whole

○ Articles - copyright of authors or publisher

○ Website - copyright of publisher



Copyright best practice

● Authors retain copyright of their work

○ Publisher has right of first publication 

○ Recommended but not required for inclusion in DOAJ

● Authors also retain full publishing rights

○ Publisher is granted non-exclusive rights to publish and 

distribute

○ Publishers cannot license rights to third parties

○ Authors can reuse their work without restriction 

○ Recommended but not required for inclusion in DOAJ



Copyright ownership options

● Copyright retained by the authors WITHOUT 

restriction 

● Copyright TRANSFERRED to the publisher

● Some rights transferred or licensed to the 

publisher 

○ Usually commercial rights



Copyright without restrictions

● If authors retain copyright and full publishing rights

○ The author can use their work as they wish 

○ Not bound by user license or publisher terms

● If authors do not retain unrestricted rights

○ They are bound by the terms of the publishing 

agreement

○ They may have no more rights than an end-user 



Copyright with restrictions 

● Copyright retained by the author but…

○ Exclusive publishing rights given to the 

publisher

○ Author has granted or transferred exclusive 

commercial rights

● Author no longer retains full rights



Copyright and licensing 

● Copyright and licensing are not the same thing

● Used together to specify 

○ Ownership of content

○ Usage rights 

● Copyright holder is not bound by the terms of 

the user license

● Copyright holder gives a license to users of 

their work 



Copyright and licensing (2) 

● Copyright held by author without restrictions 

○ License applies to readers and publisher

● Copyright transferred or exclusively licensed to 

publisher

○ License applies to readers and author(s)

● Copyright held by author, but commercial rights by 

publisher, and non-commercial license used

○ License applies to readers and author(s)



Reused from 
DOAJ Introduction
and Overview
Copyright and Licensing in Open 
Access Journals

AJOL, ASSAf, DOAJ, EIFL, LIBSENSE and UCT initiative for 

African journal editors and publishers

Webinar series 2022

Tom Olyhoek, Editor in Chief
Judith Barnsby, Senior Managing Editor



Thinking beyond scientific articles

Scientific outputs related to publications (e.g. original 
scientific research results, research data, software, 
source code, source materials, workflows and protocols, 
digital representations of pictorial and graphical 
materials and scholarly multimedia material) that are 
openly licensed or dedicated to the public domain 
should be deposited in a suitable open repository, 
following appropriate technical standards that allow 
them to be properly linked to publications.
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Supporting inclusive engagement and 
dialogue
Open science includes all scientific disciplines and 
aspects of scholarly practices and builds on four key 
pillars: open access to scientific knowledge, open 
science infrastructures, open engagement of societal 
actors and open dialogue with other knowledge 
systems. 

There are multiple actors and stakeholders in research 
and innovation systems and each of them play a role in 
the operationalization of open science.

Similarly, scientific publishing serves many audiences in 
addition to academics and scientific researchers. 



Supporting inclusive engagement and 
dialogue (2)

In practice, inclusive engagement ranges from 
addressing practical aspects of accessibility through to 
meaningful engagement with marginalized and 
underrepresented groups. Engagement and dialogue can 
inform the creation, use, publication and dissemination 
of published scientific outputs in multiple formats.



Open engagement of societal actors

Extended collaboration between scientists and societal 
actors beyond the scientific community. Open science 
provides the basis for citizen and community involvement in the 
generation of knowledge and for enhanced dialogue between 
scientists, policymakers and practitioners, entrepreneurs and 
community members, giving all stakeholders a voice in developing 
research that is compatible with their concerns, needs and 
aspirations. This is achieved by 

• opening up practices and tools that are part of the research 
cycle and by making the scientific process more inclusive and 
accessible to the broader inquiring society; 

• new forms of collaboration and work such as crowdfunding, 
crowdsourcing and scientific volunteering. 



Are your publishing values aligned with the core values 
and principles of the UNESCO Recommendation on 

Open Science?

facilitating a transparent evaluation 

processes

fair and reciprocal sharing of 
scientific inputs and outputs 

of knowledge, practices, workflows, 
languages, research outputs & 
topics

scientific knowledge should be openly 
available and its benefits universally 
shared

https://unesdoc.unesco.org/ark:/48223/pf0000379949.locale=en


Sustainability

To be as efficient and impactful as possible, open science 
should build on long-term practices, services, 
infrastructures and funding models that ensure the 
equal participation of scientific producers from less 
privileged institutions and countries. Open science 
infrastructures should be organized and financed upon 
an essentially not-for-profit and long-term vision, which 
enhance open science practices and guarantee 
permanent and unrestricted access to all, to the largest 
extent possible.
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Checklist on the areas of 
actions from the UNESCO 
Recommendation on Open 
Science
Do you incorporate the following areas of action into 
your publishing activities? If not, have you fully 
understood the reasons and planned a timetabled 
route to incorporate this area of action in the future?

about:blank


Promoting a common 
understanding of open 
science, its associated 
benefits and challenges, as 
well as diverse paths to 
open science



Encouraging bibliodiversity and 
multilingualism

Encouraging bibliodiversity through the diversity of 
formats and means of publications, including those 
produced by the humanities and social sciences, and 
diversity of business models, by supporting not-for-
profit, academic and scientific community-driven 
publishing models as a common good.

Encouraging multilingualism in the practice of science, 
in scientific publications and in academic 
communications.
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Investing in open 
science infrastructure 
and services



Helping develop contextualized community 
agreements

International scientific unions and associations, 
regional or national research infrastructures and 
journal editorial boards each have a role to play 
in helping develop community agreements, 
concluded in the context of regional or global 
research communities, which define community 
practices for data sharing, data formats, 
metadata standards, ontologies and 
terminologies, tools and infrastructure. 



Investing in human 
resources, training, 
education, digital literacy 
and capacity building for 
open science



Supporting science communication

Supporting science communication of open 
science practices, with a view to the 
dissemination of scientific knowledge to:

• scholars in other research fields

• decision-makers

• the public

To build public trust in science, while increasing 
the engagement of societal actors beyond the 
scientific community. 



Supporting science communication (2)

In science communication of open science, to 
avoid misinterpretation and dissemination of 
misinformation, the quality and appropriate 
citation of original sources of information are of 
paramount importance.



Fostering a culture of 
open science and 
aligning incentives for 
open science



Adopting policies that require and reward 
open access to scientific knowledge, 
including scientific publications, open 
research data, open software, source code 
and open hardware
Encouraging funders, research institutions, journal 
editorial boards, learned societies and publishers to 
adopt policies that require and reward open access to 
scientific knowledge, including scientific publications, 
open research data, open software, source code and 
open hardware, in line with the provisions of this 
Recommendation.

Support open infrastructures. 



Ensuring diversity, open, transparent and 
equitable access and supporting non-
commercial publishing models and 
collaborative publishing models with no 
charges

Ensuring diversity in scholarly communications with 
adherence to the principles of open, transparent and 
equitable access and supporting non-commercial 
publishing models and collaborative publishing models 
with no article processing charges or book processing 
charges



Addressing inequality and preventing 
related predatory behaviours; promoting 
high-quality and responsible research
Enforcing effective governance measures and proper 
legislation in order to address inequality and prevent 
related predatory behaviours as well as to protect the 
intellectual creation of open science methods, products 
and data. 

Promoting high-quality and responsible research in line 
with the 2017 UNESCO Recommendation on Science and 
Scientific Researchers and exploring the potential of 
open science practices to reduce scientific misconduct, 
including the fabrication and falsification of results, 
violation of scientific ethical norms, and plagiarism.



Encouraging community-driven collaboration 
and other innovative models, for example 
preprints

Promoting open science from the outset of the 
research process and extending the principles of 
openness in all stages of the scientific process to 
improve quality and reproducibility, including the 
encouragement of community-driven collaboration and 
other innovative models, for example preprints, clearly 
distinguished from final peer-reviewed publications, 
and respecting the diversity of scientific practices, in 
order to accelerate dissemination and encourage rapid 
growth in scientific knowledge
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Promoting open peer review

Promoting, as appropriate, open peer review 
evaluation practices including possible disclosure of the 
identity of the reviewers, publicly available reviews and 
the possibility for a broader community to provide 
comments and participate in the assessment process
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Sharing of negative scientific results

Encouraging and valuing publication and sharing of 
negative scientific results and those that do not 
conform to the results expected by the researchers who 
carried them out, and data associated with them, as 
these results also contribute to the advancement of 
scientific knowledge



Promoting international 
and multi-stakeholder 
cooperation in open 
science and aiming to 
reduce digital, 
technological and 
knowledge gaps



Encouraging international scientific 
collaborations

Encouraging international scientific 
collaborations as:

• one of the integral practices of open science 

• an essential driving factor for an intensive 
exchange of scientific knowledge and 
experience

• paramount for the openness of science



Promoting international collaboration on 
metrics for open science

Working internationally with organizations 
involved in scholarly communication to agree on 
shared open science metrics that support all 
elements of the Recommendation and its 
implementation.
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Thank you! 

Questions?
Your thoughts?

www.eifl.net

Contact: iryna.kuchma@eifl.net
@irynakuchma


